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Guilt, betrayal and tricks of the mind take center stage at Beck Center for the Arts as they present

the regional premiere of "Shining City" now through May 1, 2016 in the Studio Theater.

Written by the Tony® nominated and Olivier® winning playwright Conor McPherson, and directed by

Bernadette Clemens, a therapist named Ian (Adam Heffernan) is taunted by his own turmoil as he

treats the recently-bereaved John (Robert Hawkes).
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As the audience is drawn into John’s world of remorse and

self-doubt, his rear-view mirror look at life opens up a crack

in the door of Ian’s own guilty conscience.

In Ian’s office in Dublin, John recounts his life with his now-

deceased wife Mary, opening up about his uncertainty and

regrets. His overwhelming inner chaos is tearing him apart,

and he’s seeing things in his home, and hearing things in

the night. Are his visions real? Or are they a figment of his

tormented choices?

As John’s story unfolds, we see brief splices of Ian’s life. He's living in his brother’s house in a tense

relationship with his girlfriend Neasa (Ursula Cataan) and their baby. Neasa has supported him in the

past, so there is tremendous expectation in the relationship, and plenty on the line. But what throws a

bigger wrench into this already complicated relationship is an interaction with a young man named

Laurence (Nicholas Chokan).

The struggle with the perception of “reality” leads to one of the most poignant ponderings of the play:

“The mind is mad, isn’t it?”

The performances in this production are strong and compelling. Although her stage time is brief,

Cataan’s Neasa shows a pride layered with yearning that is both heart-breaking and potent.

Equally as brief is Chokan’s appearance as Laurence, which is a subtle catalyst to Ian’s psyche-

stretching life shift. The presence of Laurence is a passing occurrence that creates new ghosts for Ian

in the shadow of John’s passing demons.

Although the performances are strong and the characters are intriguing, the story structure is a bit

strange. Presented in one act with no intermission, Clemens has done an admirable job in directing

the actors through a story that is a bit awkwardly written.

The wonderful relationship built between John and Ian is disjointed by the interspersion of the

characters of Neasa and Laurence. It feels like the great therapist/patient interaction being played out

is almost interrupted by the background stories. Could the back stories with Neasa and Laurence be

dealt with in another way? Removed? Expanded? The story structure in its current form feels a little

strange.

Kudos to Hawkes and Heffernan for their enormous capacity for words. This loquacious play contains

pages upon pages of monologue, especially for Hawkes. The actors do an amazing job making the

long passes conversational, and Clemens has helped them shape those long blocks into watchable

and fascinating chunks of theater. And bravos go to all elements of the production for coming

together to create a haunting final image – once the lights go out, the shivers may remain.

Kathy Sandham
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With a realistic and detailed set by Scenic Designer Aaron Benson, Marcus Dana’s Light Design and

Aimee Kluiber’s Costumes all combine to usher the audience into a modern, working-class Dublin.

Sound Designer Cyrus Taylor’s music adds the appropriate ambiance and interludes.

"Shining City" is playing now through May 1, 2016 in the Studio Theater at the Beck Center.

Tickets are $31 for adults, $27 for seniors (65 and older), and $12 for students with a valid I.D. A $3

service fee per ticket will be applied at time of purchase. Tickets and info are available at

www.beckcenter.org, or 216.521.2540 x10. Beck Center for the Arts is located at 17801 Detroit Avenue

in Lakewood. Free onsite parking is available.

Kate Klotzbach
Cleveland Performing Arts Examiner
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